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INTRODUCTION

Real Food by Real Farmer in the Real Village Community

Balinese cooking is consistent of a plethora of
exterior cultural influences. Like its architecture, religion,
and many other things significantly “Bali”, many of Bali’s
dishes, cooking styles, and even the tools used for
preparing food, have been cultivated from other cultures.
People searching for the close by Spice Islands, European
colonials, and early traders all had their influences on the
food that the Balinese are used to eating. The Chinese
introduced stir frying, the wok, and the use of soy sauce,
Tempe, tofu, cabbage, and bean sprouts to Balinese
cooking. The Europeans, specifically the Dutch colonials,
brought the pineapple, guava, peanuts, avocado, tomato,
papaya, pumpkin, squash, and cacao. The Arabs were
probably the ones who influenced the popular “sate” with
their own Kebab.
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Authentic Balinese meals are usually spicy as well as
very tasty. Thorough out Bali, you can find variety in the
specialty dishes, ways of preparing food, and the kind of
spices used. For instance, in Ubud, the specialty of the
area is duck, and according to Bali people, in Gianyar, the
best suckling pig is often prepared. On the coasts,
specifically near Kuta, the specialty is fish from the ocean.
Also some areas of Bali are said to have tremendously
spicy food. The spices used in each region vary according
to what is readily available.
Real Balinese food is unavailable to tourists unless the
tourist is invited to a meal by a Balinese family or the tourist
goes to a temple. Restaurants catering for tourists and also
hotels do not typically serve authentic Balinese dishes. The
reason behind this is that authentic Balinese food requires
too many preparations, has to be eaten when still fresh, and
usually large quantities need to be prepared. Traditionally,
the Balinese use banana leaves as plates.
Balinese food tends to be either very sweet or very
spicy. Many Balinese have what they call a “base gede”, or
one-spice mixture that they prepare in large quantities and
use in their day to day cooking. This mixture typically
consists of garlic, shallots, ginger, chilies, shrimp paste,
greater and lesser galangal, salt, and pepper. This spice
mixture is usually used on duck, pork, fish, chicken, soy
bean products, vegetables, and rice. The Balinese also
enjoy eating very sweet foods as well as drinks. For
instance they usually drink sweetened tea or coffee with
their meals or whenever they have guests. The drinks are
always extremely sweet. For snacks, the Balinese eat
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fruits, sweetened iced coconut-milk concoctions, pancakes,
and sweet cakes.
The Balinese also like buying sweet snacks and mini
meals during the day from little push carts and “warungs”
(small stalls by the street). Warungs are small food stalls
run by a family selling everything from fruits, fried bananas,
meals, brightly colored drinks, to cigarettes, soaps, and
even mosquito coils. The Javanese men push the carts
around the sides of the streets either tooting a horn or
blowing a whistle to let people know they’re coming. The
small carts may sell ice cream, sate, meatball soup, or hot
noodles.
The Balinese eat three meals per day with snacks
throughout the day. The mother prepares meals two times
per day, once in the morning and another in the afternoon,
leaving the food she cooked out but covered for anyone in
the family to eat when he/she gets hungry. They may also
eat in the kitchen where the mom prepares the meal.
Usually, when the Balinese eat, they eat quickly and
alone. They eat with their right hand’s fingers, scooping up
food already cut into bite-size pieces while holding the plate
in their left hand. Sometimes, on special occasions, the
Balinese would eat together and use spoons and forks
when eating a messy dish.
The Balinese use pestle and mortars to blend their
spices, large knives to chop ingredients, and open fires to
cook their dishes. They prepare most of their meals by
frying in oil, and the dishes are not meant to last long
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because they lack refrigeration. If there are any leftovers,
they usually feed these to the dogs and/or pigs. The
Balinese people almost never use standardized
measurements when they cook meals. They cook by taste
and by previous experience. There are some known
detailed sacred writings on Balinese rituals, but very little
written history about Balinese food, eating, and cooking.
Most have only been passed down orally from elders.
Although there is almost no written history about
Balinese food, food still plays a pivotal role in Balinese
ritual. On a day to day basis, the Balinese make small rice
offerings placed on a piece of banana leaf to their gods,
defied ancestors, and even demons for every pot of rice
they make. These small offerings are placed on the ground,
on the cooking range, at the source of water, as well as in
the family temples of each compound. Bali’s rice goddess,
Dewi Sri, is a favorite among the Balinese. Every 6 months
the Balinese hold a special rice day to honor her, and in
every rice field, there is at least one shrine meant for her.
At weddings, a child’s first few birthdays, tooth-filing
ceremonies, cremations, and anniversaries of families and
local temples, the Balinese prepare special dishes for their
main meal as well as large towers of food for their offerings.
Ceremonial food is usually prepared in the courtyard of one
family’s temple or in a kitchen. The food is prepared in
groups beginning in the early morning, and normally it is the
women who prepared the food. For ceremonies though, the
men are the ones that prepare the food while the women
worked on the rice and offerings. An animal sacrifice of a
pig, duck, or chicken is made for each ceremony.
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Often, a ceremonial meal would consist of rice, sate,
lawar, saur, tum, ares, betutu, balung, and babi guling.
When served, these dishes are both colorful and hearty.
The dishes are usually prepared only for ceremonies
because they take quite a while to prepare and the
ingredients could be very expensive. The tail towers of
offerings that are often seen carried by women on their
heads to the temple consist of vibrantly colored cakes,
chicken, fruits, and various treats made from rice. The
snacks can be eaten at any time or once the offerings have
already been blessed.
Overall, rice is a central element to the eating
experience of the Balinese. All meals are centered around
rice and sometimes, the Balinese also interchangeably use
the word “rice” for the words “food” and “eating”. Balinese
meals consist of rice with side dishes hence, there is no
main dish in their cuisine. The Balinese grow and eat
various kinds of rice including: the newly introduced
high-yielding white rice, sticky rice, red rice, black rice, and
the traditional Bali white rice. From all these essential
factors and ingredients arises the backdrop behind all
things Balinese cuisine.
Agrowisata Pemulan Bali
Jalan Raya Patas, Banjar Patas, Desa Taro,
Kecamatan Tegallalang, Kabupaten Gianyar,
Provinsi Bali, Indonesia - 80561
P - +62-81239534446
E - info@balifarmcooking.com
W - www.balifarmcooking.com
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Disclaimer
This is a free recipe eBook as a complimentary for our cooking
participant at Pemulan Bali Farm Cooking School. You are free to
give it away (in unmodified form) to whomever you wish.
If you like get the full version of this book (not joining our cooking
class) please consider making some donation to support our
community project (support local organic farmers, local school
and social environment program) and for the continuing of this
recipe and the future update. You can make some donation
here.
The recipes and information in this book are provided for
educational purposes only. Everyone needs are different and
these recipes and methods reflect specifically on what has
worked for the author.
This book is not intended to provide medical advice or take the
place of medical treatment from qualified health care
professionals.
All readers who are taking any form of prescription medication
should consult with their physicians before making any changes
to their current eating habits.
Consuming raw or under cooked food may increase your risk of
food borne illness. People at the most risk are children, the
elderly, and persons with a weakened immune system.
Neither the publisher nor the author takes any responsibility for
any possible consequences of any person reading or following
the information in this book.
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GADO-GADO
SALAD
STEAMED VEGGIES WITH PEANUT
SAUCE
Prep Time : 10 minutes
Cook Time : 10 minutes
Yield : 2 servings

Ingredients
Main ingredients
Hard Vegetables; 1 Long Beans, 5 cm Carrots, 2 Green
Beans (Substitution: broccoli, cauliflower or any hard
veggies)
Soft Vegetables; 2 Spinach, Some Bean Sprouts, Slice
Cabbage (substitution: bokcoy, green vegetables / coysin,
cassava leaves or any soft veggies)
1 boiled potato
1 hard boiled egg
50 gr fried tempe
50 gr fried tofu

Peanut Sauce
½ cup raw peanuts
2 candle-nuts
3 hot chilies
2 cm of lesser galangal
2 cloves of garlic
1 tbs sweet soy sauce
3 tbs hot water
200 ml vegetable oil
150 ml coconut milk

Directions
1. Cut all vegetables (julian cut) and
Spices
2. Heat the water until bubbling and boiled
hard vegetables for 2 minutes first, then
follow by soft vegetables into the same pot
for another 1 minutes (3 minutes in total).
Then set aside from water.
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Peanut Sauce
1. Heat (medium heat) the veg. oil until is
hot and deep fry the peanut, tempe and tofu
until turn to golden brown color.
2. In the mortar and pestle, blend peanuts,
candlenuts, chilies, lesser galangal, and
garlic together until all ingredients turn a
smooth and pasty (add some warm water to
help).
3. Heat (medium heat) the coconut milk and
add in the peanut paste, salt, pepper and
sweet soy sauce. (cook until it tick and
pasty)
4. Next add the kaffir lime juice (and skin)
and the peanut sauce is ready.

To Serve Gado-Gado
Place all vegetables on a dish. Spread the
peanut sauce over them. Place tempe and
tofu over the sauce. Garnish with egg and
potato (also chips if you like).
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TEMPE ASAM MANIS
FRESH
SWEET AND SOUR TEMPEH
Prep Time : 10 minutes
Cook Time : 15 minutes
Yield : 2 servings

Ingredients
1 block Tempe (cut in long cube, about 1-2 cm) [you
can also use: Tofu]
300 ml vegetable oil for deep frying

Fried Seasoning
5 cloves of garlic (thinly sliced)
1 spring onion (thinly sliced)
2 pieces of long red chilies (thinly sliced)
1 tbsp. palm sugar (or brown sugar)
1 piece of lemongrass (smashed)
2 pcs leaves / 1 bay leave
2 pieces juice of lime (squeezed)
2 tbsp. Coconut oil
¼ tsp. Salt
¼ tsp. White pepper

Directions
1. Cut all ingredients (tempe and all spices)
2. Heat oil (medium flame) in as much 300 ml, and
then deep fry tempe for next 8-10 minutes or until
golden browned (optional: add peanut / dried
anchovies). Than strain until dry. Set aside.
3. (in pan) Heat (low flame) the coconut oil and then
fry garlic until slightly brown color, than add in the
spring onion, chilies, salam leaves, lemon grass,
salt and pepper. Cook for about 30 seconds in low
flame.
4. Add in the crumble brown sugar until melted, then
Squish the lime juice and stir until well blended.
5. Add in the fried tempe in the mixture (in the low
heat), stirring until temple absorb the seasoning
(about 30-50 seconds)
6. The sweet sour tempe is ready to be served.
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OPOR TEMPE BALI
BALINESE CURRY
SWEET SOUR TEMPE CURRY
Prep Time : 15 minutes
Cook Time : 30 minutes
Yield : 2 servings

Ingredients
½ block tofu and 1 block tempe (dice and fried)
2 tbsp. Bumbu Bali
1 stalk Lemongrass (smashed)
1 pcs salam leaves
1 tbsp. Brown sugar
2 lemon (squeezed)
¼ tsp. salt
¼ tsp. pepper
150 ml tick coconut milk / cream
½ litter of water
¼ kg (mixture of carrots, potatoes diced or hard veggies)

Directions
1. Put the friend tempe, tofu and dice
veggies into the pan. Add Bumbu Bali, bay
leaves and lemongrass, salt and pepper.
Mix well.
2. Add in some water into the mixture
above (the water covered the ingredients).
3. Cook over medium heat until the water
is almost dry.
4. Add in the coconut milk, brown sugar
and lime juice, (cook over high heat)
continue cooking until the curry becomes
thick.
5. Opor Tempe is ready to be served.
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PEPES BAMBOO
DUMPLINGS
TRADITIONAL BAMBOO DUMPLINGS
Prep Time : 15 minutes
Cook Time : 15 minutes
Yield : 2 servings

Ingredients

Directions

2 small pcs of young bamboo (minced)
1 piece of chicken eggs
2 tbsp. Bumbu Bali
¼ cup wheat flour (or rice flour / corn flour)
½ tsp. palm sugar
2 pcs kaffir lime leaves (finely chopped)
¼ tsp. salt
¼ tsp. white pepper
8 pcs banana leaf (or aluminum foil) as a wrapper
¼ red peppers (sliced thin, diced)
¼ green peppers (small-thinly sliced)
¼ onions (thinly sliced, diced)

1. Cut all ingredients and vegetables.
2. Mix all the ingredients, vegetables and
spice in the big stainless still bowl until well
blended
3. Wrap the mixture with a banana leaf /
aluminum foil per 1 tbsp.
4. Steam for 30 minutes.
5. Pepes is ready to be served.
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BERKEDEL JAGUNG
FRITERS
CORN FRITERS
Prep Time : 10 minutes
Cook Time : 10 minutes
Yield : 2 servings

Ingredients

*forpotatopleaseusethemashpotato
insteadofraw

1 chicken egg
1 fresh corn (substitute: yam, potatoes, carrots,
cassava)
5 tbs. wheat flour or rice flour / corn flour
2 tbs. Bumbu Bali / Base Gede
¼ tsp. salt
¼ tsp. white pepper
1 tsp. brown sugar
½ liter of coconut oil (for frying)
2 pcs. Kaffir lime leaves (small chopped)
¼ red peppers / bell pepper (small-thinly sliced)
¼ green peppers (small-thinly sliced)
¼ onions (small-thinly sliced)

Directions
1. Slice the corn and divide into 2 parts.
Mash 1 part (or using a blender) and set
aside the other part.
2. Mix those two parts of corn together.
3. Cut all the vegetables and seasonings.
4. Mix all the ingredients, vegetables and
spice in the big stainless still bowl until
well blended (add coconut milk or water if
the dough is hard / less liquid)
5. Heat oil (medium heat), and then fry the
mixture about 1 tbsp size. Fry 4 – 6 pcs at
a time. Wait until lightly browned (turn it
over to cook both side).
6. Berkedel is ready to be served.
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PISANG GORENG
DESSERT
BANANA FRITERS
Prep Time : 10 minutes
Cook Time : 10 minutes
Yield : 2 servings

Ingredients
2 bananas
½ cups flour (wheat or bread flower)
1 tbs sugar
1 egg
Yellow food coloring (optional)

Directions
1. Mix flour, sugar, egg, and coloring well
in a large bowl.
2. Add enough water <about two to the
three cups> to make a smooth, syrupy
mixture. Set aside for five minutes.
3. Peel bananas and cut them once
lengthwise if bananas are too long. Cut
them in half to make them easier to fry.
4. Coat the bananas with the mixture, and
deep fry those three or four at a time in
oil. When bananas are golden, remove
them from the heat
5. Pisang Goreng is ready to be served.
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BUBUR INJIN
DESSERT
BLACK RICE PUDDING
Prep Time : 10 minutes
Cook Time : 40 minutes
Yield : 2 servings

Ingredients
½ cups black rice
½ cups glutinous or sticky rice
1 pandanus leaves
1 salam leaves
1 cups palm sugar or dark brown sugar
½ tsp. salt
2 bananas
200 ml cups of coconut milk

* Instead of pandanus and salam leaves you can use
vanilla pod

Directions
1. In a large pot, half cook the black and
sticky rice in boiling water.
2. Add the pandanus leaves, salam leaves,
sugar and salt
3. Continue cooking until the rice is fully
cooked. Remove the mixture from the heat.
4. Slice bananas into bite sized pieces, and
add them to the rice.
5. Place rice in serving bowls and pour half a
cup of coconut milk over each serving
<makes about ten bowls>.
* Or we can cook all the ingredients (except banana
and coconut milk) from beginning until rice is tender
and at the end add the coconut milk and banana, bring
it into boil and rice pudding is ready
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THANK YOU FOR
SPENDING YOUR TIME IN
OUR VILLAGE
We Need Your Help
We’d be grateful if you would review us on one of
our listing online. Your reviews will helping us to
spread the words to other travelers about what our
village community do to support local organic
farmers.
We are always eager to hear what you liked and
how we can improve.
Thanks again, and we hope to see you again
soon.

Write Your Story to any of These Listing
CLICK any logo or link below.
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